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Vaccination Actions Threaten Parents'
Rights in New Jersey and Maryland
In December, New Jersey added four
new vaccines to its already crowded vaccine schedule, and became the first state
to require the flu vaccine. Under the new
regulations, children attending preschool
or licensed daycare
centers must receive
the flu shot annually.
The regulations also
add the pneumococcal
vaccine for preschoolers, the meningitis
vaccine for 6th -graders,
and a booster shot for
the diptheria-tetanuspertussis vaccine children already receive.
The regulations
went into effect over the protests of many
parents and groups such as the New Jersey
Alliance for Informed Choice in Vaccination. Protestors cite the potential dangers
of vaccines for some children and the en-

croachment of the state on parents' rights
to make medical and other decisions for
their own children.
This is the first time that any state has
mandated a mercury-containing vaccine
since the federal government adopted a
policy in 1999 of encouragmg mercuryfree vaccines "as
soon as possible."
80% of flu shots contain the mercurybased preservative
thimerosal. Meningitis vaccines also often contain mercury.
Although the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
deny a link between mercury exposure
and autism, parents and many environmentalist groups as well as autism advocacy groups aren't so sure. New Jersey's

Autism Diagnosis Has.
Changed Over Time
/

The American Academy of Pediatrics
wants to screen every child for autism twice
before the age of two. The urgency of the
academy's demand arises partly from the
appearance of a shocking rise in the incidence of autism - from 1 in 10,000 children in 1993 to 1 in 150 children today.
Autism research advocacy groups call the
disorder "the fastest-growing developmental disability in the United States."
As with so many reports on behavior
disorders in children, there is more to the
autism "epidemic" than meets the eye.
Some experts believe that the behaviors
now diagnosed as "autism" were just as
common or nearly as common in past decades as they are today. The skyrocketing
numbers result at least partly from the
changing definition of the term, and from
parents' and doctors' changing perceptions of the autism diagnosis.
Professor Stephen Camarata of
Vanderbilt University has worked with
autistic children for over 20 years. Those
with "true autism" according to the original definition, Camarata says, are "very
difficult to treat and may never say
'mommy' or learn to take care of themselves without Herculean efforts by their
parents and teachers." The original autism
diagnosis covered only children with severe social and language impairments,
often including complete disengagement
from the world around them, or violent
behaviors toward themselves or others.
These children also often displayed unusual, repetitive behaviors such as compulsively eating non-food objects orroclc-

ing back and
forth for most of
the day.
Children
with these behaviors are still
diagnosed as
autistic. Today, however, children with much less severe problems also receive the diagnosis
of autism because their problems are labeled as "on the autism spectrum." Disorders on the autism spectrum include
Asberger's syndrome and PDD-NOS,
which stands for Pervasive Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified. It
is not lmown how much the broader diagnosis contributes to the apparent drastic
increase in the incidence of autism.
An Associated Press reporter who attended the meeting of an autism support
group in Atlanta remarked on some of the
relatively mild problems parents complained of there. Their children might pick
their noses or want to wear the same shi1i
day after day, but such problems hardly
compare to the behaviors severely autistic
children exhibit (Associated Press, 11-4-07).
Because of the extreme severity of
autism's most serious cases, the government has made a wide variety of services available to autistic children and their
families. Thomas Sowell reports in National Review ( 11-14-07) that he has
heard of many families who were
"urged to let their children be labeled

(See Autism, page 4)

rate of one in 94 children displaying disorders somewhere on the "autism spectrum" - compared to one in 150 nationwide - is enough to make many citizens
call for extra caution.
Whether or not mercury contributes
to autism, no one disagrees that the substance is toxic to humans. The Environmental Protection Agency advises that a
"safe" level of mercury exposure would
be 0.1 micrograms per 2.2 pounds ofbody
weight. A 20-pound child could therefore
tolerate 0.9 micrograms of mercury safely,
according to the EPA. The flu shot contains 25 micrograms of mercury. Pregnant
women, on the Food and Drug
Administration's advice, avoid eating
even small amounts offish with high mercury content- only now to have the state
of New Jersey demand that they expose
their six-month-olds to a high dose of
mercury if they are to spend even one day
a week in daycare.
The diptheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine contains formaldehyde, also a toxic
substance. Formaldehyde is also an ingredient in flu shots. "All of these shots have
questionable effectiveness and safety," the
New Jersey Alliance for Informed Choice
in Vaccination points out. The group
warns that the vaccine mandate will divert "huge sums away from other much
more important public health concerns.
No clinical trials have been done at all to

study the collective effects of multiple
new vaccines." (www.njaicv.org, 12-15-07)
New Jersey law allows exemptions
from vaccines for medical or religious reasons. But some parents who have tried to
claim the exemptions say the state or
school system made the process as difficult as possible. "It's unfortunate to think
that one size can fit all," says Andy
Schlafly, general counsel to the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, a group that opposes the new vaccine mandates. "There are children who
are susceptible to adverse effects. And it's
not easy to get a doctor to sign a waiver."
(The Record, 12-17-07)

Some New Jersey legislators, led by
Assemblywoman Charlotte Vandervalk,
have worked for years to pass a bill that
would extend vaccine exemptions to parents who object for philosophical and conscientious reasons as well as for religious
or medical ones. Such a law would open
the way for parents with serious concerns
about the safety of New Jersey's dozens
of mandated vaccines to claim exemption
for their children, even though those concerns might not arise directly from a tenet of the parents' religion.

'Heavy-Handed Vaccine Roundup'
Officials in Prince George's County,
Maryland initiated a showdown with par-

(See Vaccines,page 4)

TX Rejects 'Fuzzy Math'; Requests
Correction of 109,263 Errors
The Texas Board of Education voted
to reject Everyday Mathematics, a widely
used elementary math curriculum, because it covers multiplication inadequately and relies
too early and too much on
calculators.
Almost one in five public elementary classrooms
nationwide uses Everyday
Mathematics. The curriculum falls on the "reform
math" end of the textbook
spectrum: proponents say it
helps students to understand
the concepts behind mathematics, but critics call it "fuzzy math" and say its presentation of math skills and concepts is disorganized and incoherent. Members of the
Texas board who voted against the book
said it failed to teach math skills, especially
the times tables. Board member Terri Leo
called the 3rd -grade textbook "the very
worst book that we had submitted," out of
163 books. The other best-known reform
math curriculum, TERC Investigations in
Numbers, Data, and Space, was not submitted to the board.

While the board rejected only the 3'd grade curriculum, leaving state funds
available for the books for the other grades
in the same series, most
schools use the same curriculum across all elementary levels. This means that Texas
school districts are now much
less likely to use Everyday
Mathematics in any grade.
The decision may also affect
the use of Everyday Mathematics beyond Texas. "What
happens in Texas has ramifications for the whole country," says textbook activist Donna Gamer.
As the second-largest textbook market,
Texas sets trends for both publishers and
the schools that buy from them.
Terri Leo says the board responded
in part to complaints from Texas universities that their incoming students lacked
skills in basic arithmetic and algebra.
Another board member, David Bradley,
told the story of a TV news item in Beaumont, where he lives. The item showed
students reaching for their calculators to

(See Math Errors, page 4)
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Former Homeschooled Student Book of the Month
DUCATIO
ins Reisman Trophy
BRIEFS1;S

Virginia Governor Timothy Kaine
cut funding for abstinence-only sex
education from his version of the
state budget. The governor eliminated $275,000 in matching state
funds for the federal program that
promotes and funds abstinence education. Virginia will now offer "more
comprehensive" sexed, says Kaine's
spokeswoman. The governor does not
believe abstinence education works,
although a study in this month's
American Journal of Health Behavior shows that graduates of one Vir-

ginia abstinence program were less
than half as likely as their peers to become sexually active dming the following year. Virginia is the 14th state
to refuse matching federal grants for
abstinence-only education. (National
Review Online, 12-3-07)

A new study supports the impression that today's college students
rely more on their parents and
contact them more frequently than
college students in the past. 40%
of freshmen now say their parents intervened to solve a problem on their
behalf during their first year of college. Psychologist Barbara Hofer,
calls it the "electronic tether" - with
cell phones and email so close at
hand, some students contact their
parents so often that they fail to develop self-reliance or coping skills.
Among current seniors as well as
freshmen, students contact their parents an average of 13 times a week.

Florida Gators quarterback Tim
Tebow won this year's Heisman Trophy,
college football's most prestigious award.
Tebow is not only the first player ever to
win the Heisman as a sophomore, but also
the first formerly homeschooled player to
win the honor.
Because Florida law allows homeschooled students to join public school
spmis teams, Tebow was able to play football on a local team while still receiving
academic instruction from his parents at
home. 19 other states also allow homeschoolers to play public school sp01is, although the National Education Association
teachers union disapproves the practice.
Tebow was born in the Philippines,
where his missionary parents ran an orphanage. He has returned to the Philippines each summer since he was 15 to
work and preach at the same orphanage.
He also speaks frequently in schools, and
shared his testimony as a Christian in a
Florida prison earlier this year. This unusual background has only added to his
superstar status with Gators fans, who
celebrate his football skills with slogans
such as "If you can see Tim Tebow, he
can see you. If you can't see Tim Tebow,
he just scored another touchdown." Fans
are elated that the quarterback plans to
finish college as a Gator, rather than leaving for the NFL after his junior year as

many gifted college players do if they have the
choice.
Homeschooling
advocates recognize
Tebow as a great spokesman for alternative schooling. "My parents were tremendous role models throughout [my education], and there were never discipline issues for us," says Tebow. "By the time I
came to the University of Florida, I felt I
had great study habits and felt comfortable making the transition to classes. I
think that being homeschooled offered me
an opportunity to also learn some life lessons, and those experiences help me while
I'm on the field."
When asked how he felt about being
the first homeschooler to win such a major athletic award, Tebow joked, "A lot of
times people have this stereotype of homeschoolers as not very athletic - it's
like, go win a spelling bee or something
like that It's an honor for me to be the
first one to do that."
The Alabama legislature has already
introduced a "Tim Tebow bill," which
would lift Alabama's restrictions against
homeschoolers participating in public
school sp01is and other extracunicular
activities. This high-profile award to a
homeschooled student may encourage
other states to follow suit.
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(Associated Press, 11-5-07)

California's State Supreme Court
upheld a high school student's
right to express an unpopular
opinion in the school newspaper.
Student Andrew Smith wrote an editorial in the Novato High School
paper in 2001 criticizing immigration and calling for stricter enforcement against illegal immigrants. His
school removed the paper from circulation and addressed the issue in
various ways with parents and students. According to the California
court, "a school may not prohibit student speech simply because it presents controversial ideas and opponents of the speech are likely to cause
disruption." California state law protects student expression even more
vigorously than the constitutional
protections the U.S. Supreme Court
applies, the ruling said. (San Francisco
Chronicle, 9-13-07)
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Panel Recommends Shutting
Down Islamic Saudi Academy
The U.S. Commission on
International Religious Freedom (USCIRF), a federal panel created by Congress, recently reconnnended that the State Department
shut down the Islamic Saudi Academy in
the suburbs ofWashington, D.C. The commission reports to Congress annually on
the state of religious freedom worldwide,
and has raised questions about religious
curriculum in Saudi Arabian schools.
The USCIRF and several watchdog
organizations have called attention to Saudi Arabian textbooks that teach jihad
against non-Muslims, along with other
beliefs of militant Islam. One 9th -grade
textbook teaches that judgment day will

not come "until the Muslims
fight the Jews and kill them."
The 1999 valedictorian ofISA,
Ahmed Omar Abu Ali, went
on to conspire with al Qaida for the assassination of President Bush.
The U.S. State Department has asked
the Saudi government a number of times
to remove such violent passages from textbooks and the national ctmiculum, but to
no avail. Now, the USCIRF's most recent
report reiterates these concerns, and calls
attention to the Islamic Saudi Academy
(ISA) as a potential outlet for such extremist views within the borders of the United
States. The Saudi government owns and
operates ISA, a K-12 school of about
1,000 students on two campuses.

Walking

Tar-

gets: How Our
Psychologized
Classrooms Are
Producing a Nation of Sitting
Ducks, B. K. Eakman, Midnight
Whistler Publishers 2007, 286
pages, $24.95
Public school curriculum, while
failing to provide most students with a
solid foundation of academic lmowledge in literacy, math, history, or science, devotes more time each year to
students' feelings, motivations, beliefs,
and worldviews. In Walking Targets, B.
K. Eakman sounds the alann on psychology-based programs in schools, and
on the more general psychology-based
mindset that treats every individual
quirk as a classifiable mental illness
demanding medication.
The book collects the author's essays and a1iicles covering topics such
as universal mental health screening,
invasive school surveys, outsourced
parenting, and the looming threat of
government surveillance and data gathering. Each essay incisively identifies
what the government and schools are
doing that they shouldn't be, and what
they are not doing that they should.
While the middle class spends thousands of dollars each year to protect
family and property from crime, taxpayer money goes to programs that in the
name of "safety" and "well-being" invade the home and family in search of
mental illness and pathology.
These programs condition students
and others to government interference
in spheres of life well outside of government's competence. Incidents of
school violence and other tragedies
serve to justify the new psychological
focus and measures such as mental
health screening. "Only a few seem to
connect the sudden surge of high-profile student violence with the progressive undennining of adult leadership,
denigration of religiously based moral
values, lurid media entertainment, and
lack of substantive tasks to occupy the
child's mind and time," writes Eakman.
Ealanan also points out that the failure to teach basic civics has created a
generation of voters to whom halfbaked socialist ideas sound plausible
and convincing. This rising "large egalitarian faction" believes that "the socialist system falls short only when legislation fails to give everyone an equal
piece of the pie."
Walking Targets paints a frightening
picture of a society where children are
less and less equipped to resist tyranny,
at the same time that data gathering, profiling and surveillance make tyranny a
more and more present reality. The author's vivid w1itingstyle and constant use
of stories and examples make the book
as interesting and readable as it is
thought-provoking and disturbing.
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FOCU
By Don Feder

Like Japan's sneak attack on Pearl
Harbor, The Golden Compass (an atheist's stealth attack on faith) was unleashed
on December 7. Unlike Yamamoto's attempt to sink the U.S. Pacific Fleet, there
isn't much bang to The Golden Compass.
The $150-million blockbuster is as flat as
cola left in a glass overnight.
The first in a plam1edcinematic trilogy
intended to rival The Lion, The Witch and
The Wardrobe and The Lord of The Rings,
Compass may tum out to be the Heavens
Gate of juvenile fantasy films.
The movie is based on a series of children's books (His Dark Materials) by
British writer Philip Pullman, that are rabidly anti-faith. Pullman is an atheist who
makes Richard Dawkins and Christopher
Hitchens seem calm by comparison.
"I don't think it's possible there is a
God," Pullman opines. "I'm trying to undennine the basis of Christian belief."
"My books are about killing God," and "I
am all for the death of God."
In this regard, Pullman brings up the
rear of a very long line. The death of God
has been a cherished goal of French revolutionaries, German philosophers, Soviet
commissars and the architects of Nazi
genocide. (Hitler confessed that genocide
was an act of deicide - that by killing
Jews, he intended to prove the non-existence of God) - not to mention Hollywood scriptwriters and the current crop
of proselytizing atheist authors.
The Golden Compass is a devious
project that has enlisted powerful allies.
Everyone from Random House (publisher of Pullman's books) and Barnes and
Noble to brand paiiners like Coca-Cola
and Burger King have a big stake in the
movie's success. So as not to offend families at the outset, Pullman's message has
been downplayed to the point where most
of the story's anti-religious elements were
removed from the script.
While the books make it clear that the
evil Magisterium is a Calvinized Catholic Church ( demonstrating Pullman's
grasp of theology), in the movie, it's an
ominous authority bent on global domination, whose motives are murky.
Still, there are echoes of the books'
anti-religious theme. Agents ofThe Magisterium refer to ce1iain ideas as "heresy." Unknown to most 8-year-old moviegoers, "Magisterium" refers to the teaching authority of the Catholic Church embodied in the episcopacy.
If The Golden Compass succeeds,
Pullman's agenda will be up front in the
next two installments.
Director Chris Weitz (the genius who
brought us American Pie) told MTV
MovieBlogs.com: "The whole point, to me,
of ensuring that The Golden Compass is a
financial success is so that we have a solid
fmmdation on which to deliver a faithful,
more literal adaptation of the second and
third books. This is important: whereas The
Golden Compass had to be introduced to
the public carefully, the religious (anti-religious) themes in the second and third
movies can't be minimized without destroying the spirit of these books."

••

N arnia, It's Not

Thus, the movie is chock-a-block full of - much like San Francisco today.
That's what feckless middle-class
of cute, talking animals (external reflections of the human soul), armored polar parents are supporting when they schlep
bears, valiant flying gypsies, good witch- their kids to see The Golden Compass and
es, and even poor Sam Elliot typecast as buy them boxed sets of Pullman's trilogy
the wise, folksy ole hombre (but looking for Christmas. How's that for irony?
Hollywood has been bashing believlike he'd rather be in a sequel to The Big
Lebo-wski).
ers for decades. In movies like Vfor VenThe Golden Compass (movie, not detta, King Arthur, The DaVinci Code,
book) may be mostly innocuous. It's also Kingdom of Heaven, The Saint, The Name
insipid. As the wicked Mrs. Coulter, agent of the Rose, and The Magdalene Sisters,
of The Magisterium, Nicole Kidman looks Christians are portrayed as vile, violent
and feels as sinister as a Vogue model. (but also cowardly), sadistic, hypocritical,
This is thin gruel next to Tilda Swinton's
greedy, lustful and intolerant, with marked
menacing, manipulative White Witch in totalitarian tendencies.
The Chronicles ofNarnia. Even the young
Compare the number of movies that
heroine ( actress Dakota Blue Richards) depict Christians positively (I saw only
one this year - Amazing Grace) to those
comes across more bratty and petulant
than spunky. Its lack ofluster is reflected that show them as mutants.
in receipts. Compass bombed on its openThere is no more powerful force for
ing weekend. In the U.S. and Canada, the inculcating values (especially in adolesbox office was only $26.1 million - com- cents) than Hollywood, witness a Barna
pared to $65.5 million for The Chronicles Group Survey, released in September ("A
of Narnia on its first weekend out, and New Generation Expresses its Skepticism
and Frustration with Christianity").
$33.3 million for the recently released
Disney flick, Enchanted.
The survey found that only 3% of
(mostly the neverThere's nothing tentative about Pull- non-Christians
man's books, which the author proudly de- churched or those who've fallen away
clares are about "killing God" (exactly what from the faith) had a favorable impreshappens in the final volume of his trilogy). sion of evangelicals, versus 25% of the
Various characters instruct young Boomer generation. Most of the former
readers that: "The Christian religion is a view Christians generally as judgmental
very powerful and convincing mistake, (87%), hypocritical (85%), old-fashioned
that's all," and "In every world, the agents (78%) and too involved in politics (75%).
of the Authority (Magisterium) are sacri- As a result, while non-Christians are less
ficing children to their crnel god!"
than 25% of adults over 40, they comprise
The Magisterium experiments on fully 40% of Americans age 16 to 29. Barchildren, separating them from their ani- na observes that this is not a passing trend
mal spirits ( called daemons) and turning which will change as the youth of today
them into zombies, in an attempt to cre- mature. "While Christianity remains the
ate a more compliant, docile populace.
typical experience and most common faith
in America, a fundamental recalibration is
Sounds like public education.
Mark Morford, who spews for the San occurring within the spiritual allegiance of
Francisco Chronicle, is a huge Pullman America's upcoming generation."
You can thank Hollywood for that.
fan. In an October 24 commentary, the
columnist is borderline delirious over More than any other institution, the enPullman's work: "The nefarious thing the tertainment industry shapes our attitudes
books aim to kill is, well, religious au- about everything from fashion, politics
thority. It's about the destruction of dog- and personal conduct to religion.
I just saw a photograph of Arlington
ma. It's about power, about who wants to
control and manipulate life on Earth; it is National Cemetery in the snow, with
about blind, ignorant, even violent adher- Christmas wreaths resting against row
ence to insidiously narrow codes of upon row of headstones. Courage and loythought and belief and behavior, sex and alty don't come from Bruce Willis movdesire and love. This, of course, is the God ies but from the faith symbolized by those
of organized religion. This is the false floral displays.
Pullman understands this, writing:
deity that promotes numb groupthink and
"The
kingdom of heaven promised us cerinhibits growth and abhors the feminine
divine . . . the same paranoid, dreadful tain things: it promised us happiness and
God that votes for George W. Bush be- a sense of purpose and a sense of having
cause, well, he will smite the icky gays a place in the universe, of having a role
and protect us from vile pagans and Bud- and a destiny that were noble and splendhists and Muslims and feminists and did; and so we were com1ected to things.
We were not alienated."
frumpy genius atheist British writers."
But now that God is dead ( or at least
Secularists never want to control or
manipulate, which is why we have the pro- on death row), Pullman finds, unsurprisingly, that, "I still need these things that
gressive income tax, campus speech
codes, hate-crimes legislation and the cult heaven promised, and I'm not willing to
live without them."
of global warn1ing. Right?
The British novelist believes that all
It's revealing how the God-haters always get around to whining about con- can be achieved in a "republic of Heavstraints on their sexual behavior. They en" - a this-worldly, secular utopia.
This is the delusion of Jacques- Rene
long for the happy days of Canaanite frat
Hebert
(with his Goddess of Reason),
parties, when sex was purely sensual and
Marx,
Stalin,
Hitler, Mao, Pol Pot, advopeople rolled in the proverbial hay with
men, women, children, domestic animals cates of psychotherapy and other propoand every imaginable combination there- nents of the isms that have dominated the

past two centuries. All end at the gates of
Auschwitz, the steps of the scaffold, in
an icy gulag, at the doorway of an interrogation cell or on a psychiatrist's couch
at $150 an hour.
Pullman has created a world with
talking spirits in animal-form, flying
witches, warrior polar bears and a compass that detects the truth. But without
God there is no magic.
Not surprisingly, Pullman detests C.S.
Lewis' children's classics, calling the series "cruel," "unjust" and "anti-life" (not
to mention that Lewis is a better writer).
Of the Narnia books, Pullman says:
"I hate them with a deep and bitter passion, with their view of childhood as a
golden age from which sexuality and
adulthood are a falling away." (Sex again.)
Besides God, this author of children's stories also hates childhood.
Magic is more than the miracles celebrated at this season (for Jews, the miracle of the menorah, for Christians, the virgin birth). The wonder is all around us. A
flower, a sunset, a lover's kiss, a friend's
embrace, the smile of a three-year-old these too are magic. Everything in creation has a purpose.
For a half-century, Antony Flew was
the world's most prominent atheist. An
eminent philosopher, Flew was Dawkins
before Dawkins - Hitchens with an intact brain.
Beginning with his paper "Theology
and Falsification" (which became one of
the most widely read philosophical treatises of the 20th century), delivered at the
Oxford Socratic Club when Lewis chaired
the group, Flew argued passionately and
persuasively for the non-existence of God.
The professor said that absent convincing evidence, atheism must be the default
position. However, ifl ever find that proof,
I'll get back to you, Flew promised.
He did in 2004, announcing that he
is now a deist. Among other factors, Flew
observed that human biology can't be explained by evolution or accident but presupposes a prime mover. This argument
is expanded in his just-published book,
There Is a God: How the Worlds Most
Notorious Atheist Changed His Mind.
So there is hope for Philip Pullman.
In the meantime, by challenging us (modestly), he will end by bringing some closer to God. And that must drive him nuts.
This article
originally
appeared
on
GrassTopsUSA.com and appears here with the
authors permission.
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Discovery Institute Objects Zero Tolerance for Hugs to PBS Guide on Evolution and Watch Those Keychains
To accompany its program "Judgment
Day: Intelligent Design on Trial," PBS has
issued a packet to provide teachers with
"easily digestible information to guide and
support you in facing challenges to evolution." The "Judgment Day" program explores the controversy over evolution and
Intelligent Design (ID) that broke out in Dover, Pennsylvania in 2004 when some parents protested the mention of ID.
The program's producers explicitly
aim to discredit ID. "We felt it was important for NOVA to do this program to
heighten the public understanding of what
constitutes
science and
what does
not
and,
therefore,
what is acceptable for
inclusion in the science curriculum of our
public schools," said senior executive producer Paula Apsell.
The Discovery Institute, a Seattlebased policy and research organization,
has challenged the PBS/NOVA guide on
First Amendment grounds. According to
the institute's vice president, John West,
the guide "encourages the injection ofreligion into classroom teaching about evolution in a way that likely would violate
current Supreme Court precedents about
the First Amendment's Establishment
Clause."
The guide dismisses all concerns
about a possible conflict between evolution and religion. "Because the briefing
packet only promotes religious viewpoints
that are friendly toward evolution, this is
not neutral," says Pennsylvania attorney
Randal Wenger. Wenger is one of more
than a dozen attorneys and scholars whom
the Discovery Institute asked to review the
PBS packet for constitutionality. According to Wenger, the PBS lesson plans

"ironically equip public school teachers
to violate our current conception of the
First Amendment by explicitly teaching
students concerning matters of religious
belief." (Cybercast News Service, 11-13-07)
The PBS/NOVAguide is "riddled with
factual errors that misrepresent both the
standard definition of Intelligent Design
and the beliefs of those scientists and scholars who support the theory," says the Discovery Institute's Casey Luskin. The guide
also misrepresents the beliefs of many
people who believe there is an intelligent
agent behind the universe, and takes one
among several interpretations of the
book of Genesis as the
book's only
possible
message about the age of the earth.
"The theory of evolution is based on
facts. Religion is based on belief," the
PBS packet asserts. The packet attempts
to marginalize religion through this false
distinction between scientific "facts" and
religious "values," "beliefs," or -"feelings." Creedal Christianity, however,
claims to depend on historical facts about
events - especially those listed in the
Apostle's Creed - which, just like scientific facts, are either true or false, and
cannot be consigned to the free-floating
"religious" realm the PBS packet assumes
and describes.
The Discovery Institute has released
a companion guide for teachers, called
"The Theory of Intelligent Design." This
alternative guide hopes to clear up misconceptions about ID that have been perpetuated by the press, including in the
"Judgment Day" lesson plan guide. The
Discovery Institute packet is available for
download from www.discovery.org, or by
calling (206) 292-0401.

Autism

Math Errors
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autistic, or on the autistic spectrum, in
order to get money for speech therapy
or other [services] from grants that are
available to deal with autism." Children
with the same problems would not receive such comprehensive services for
other diagnoses such as obsessive-compulsive disorder, ADHD or even mental retardation.
Other experts believe that both labeling and an actual increase in all levels of
autism contribute to the higher prevalence
of the diagnosis today.
Whatever the cause of rising autism
diagnosis rates, screening such as that
urged by the American Academy of Pediatrics could lead to a vast number of "false
positive" diagnoses, Thomas Sowell
warns. Autism screening relies on a checklist of symptoms that infants and toddlers
with or without autism or autism spectrum
disorders may display. Some children begin talking much later than others for no
known or significant reason. Children
with very high IQs often begin talking late,
and show other characteristics that may
result in a false autism diagnosis.

Zero tolerance policies continue to
land students across the nation in detentions, suspensions, and academic
disgrace for behaviors once
thought perfectly harmless and
nonnal. Most recently, several
school districts disciplined
students for hugging. The
districts cited their zero tolerance policies for sexual
harassment or public displays
of affection.
A 13-year-old student at Mascoutah
Middle School in Illinois received two after-school detentions when her vice-principal spotted her hugging friends after
school. School policy states: "Displays of
affection should not occur on the campus
at any time." The policy helps to prevent
misunderstandings or unwelcome displays
of affection, the district's superintendent
told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (11-6-07).
The Autauga County, Alabama school
district disciplined a junior high student
for hugging a friend in.November. According to the girl's mother, the student
served detention for hugging a male
friend, whom she said she hugged because
he recently lost a parent. Autauga County
prohibits "inappropriate public displays of
affection, including but not limited to
embracing and kissing." (WSFA12, 11-6-07)
Both hugging incidents made national
news, and the girls even appeared on the
Today Show to discuss the trend toward
ever-stricter policies in schools.
Schools in Fort Worth, Texas and Oak
Park, Illinois have also banned hugs.
Kilmer Middle School in Vienna, Virginia,
enforces a "No Contact" rule - students
may not even give each other high-fives.
Like other zero tolerance policies,
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rules against hugging aim to stop discipline problems before they start by drawing the "line in the sand" well beyond behaviors that would actually
cause problems. In this case, the
disruptive behaviors administrators fear are sexual harassment
and inappropriate displays of
affection among teenage students. A 1999 Supreme Court
ruling made schools liable for
damages if they ignore claims
of sexual harassment. Since that time,
many schools have tightened their harassment policies in an effort to avoid
lawsuits.
The sometimes bizarre results extend
even to elementary school students. A
seven-year-old in Duncanville, Texas was
recently charged with sexual harassment
when he told a classmate that she should
wear a darker shirt so that her bra strap
wouldn't show through the shirt. The boy ·
received a two-day suspension and was
transferred temporarily to an alternative
school. The district later relented and
changed his charge to one· of "bullying"
instead of "sexual harassment." (Dallas
News, 10-19-07)

Of course, schools also continue to
take zero tolerance policies on weapons
and violence to amazing extremes. A
school in Dallas recently suspended a 4year-old who arrived at school with a
keychain sporting a toy gun just a few
inches long. "The message is please don't
bring toy guns or knives or anything that
looks like it might be dangerous to
school," said a district spokesman.
"School is a learning environment, you
don't need to bring those types of things
to school." (myfoxdfw.com, 11-06-07)
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ents over their children's vaccination status
in November. According to the school system, thousands of students missed the Sep(Cont.from page 1) tember 20 deadline for receiving the hepatitis B and chicken pox vaccines required
answer the problem "4 x 6," which one
for school attendance. School officialsmade
student had written on the blackboard.
calls, sent letters and visited students' homes
Since Texas students cannot use calcula- to schedule vaccination appointments for
tors on the state math assessment until 8th students, but 2,300 students out of 131,000
grade, the majority of the board concluded still had not received the shots. Prince
that the calculator emphasis in Everyday
George's State's Attorney Glenn F. Ivey
Mathematics made it inappropriate for then began what the Association of AmeriTexas schools.
can Physicians and Surgeons called a
The board approved all the other math "heavy-handed 'vaccine roundup."'
textbooks submitted for review-----contin"We can do this the easy way or the
gent upon the publishers' correcting a hard way, but it's got to get done," said
mind-boggling number of errors. The Ivey at a press conference. "I'm willing
textbooks contained a total of 109,263 to move forward with legal action." In one
mistakes, including miscalculations,
of the most aggressive vaccination efforts
mistranslations in the Spanish editions, by any U.S. school system, Ivey enlisted
and the accidental inclusion of answers the aid of the justice system to send letthat were not supposed to appear in the ters telling all parents who were "out of
student editions.
compliance" to attend a comi hearing,
There were five times as many errors where they would receive a verbal reprias in last year's submissions, largely be- mand and their children would receive the
cause Houghton Mifflin's books contained vaccines.
"Unexcused absences by your child
86,026 mistakes, or 79% of the total.
The publishers have until spring to may subject you to a criminal charge,"
correct the errors in the final versions of Ivey warned parents in the letter.
Only two states, Mississippi and West
the books. If they fail to correct them all,
the board can fine them up to $5,000 for Virginia, mandate vaccines without religious exemptions. All other states also aleach mistake that slips through.

low exemptions for either religious, philosophical or personal reasons. Although
Maryland allows exemptions from vaccines for medical or religious reasons, few
of the parents assembled at the county
courthouse on the court date lmew that they
had a choice about their children's vaccines, according to the Christian Science
Monitor (11-19-07). Instead, most believed
that unless they had their children vaccinated that day they would end up in jail or
have to pay heavy fines of $50 a day.
Along with the assembled parents,
protestors also gathered at the courthouse
to register their objections to the county's
tactics. "I thinl( it's offensive that the government would forcibly vaccinate kids,"
said one protestor, Virginia gynecologist
Donna Hurlock. "Individual rights are a
good thing, and when you're dealing with
health issues, informed consent is an important value."
The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons protested the county's
action, which it said "obliterates informed
consent and parental rights." "Vaccines
can and do save lives .... But this episode demonstrated that we must take a
much more deliberative approach in crafting and enforcing vaccine policy without
sacrificing the rights and liberties of individuals and families."

